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Iowa caucuses· lose importance
By J.A. WINDERS
Staff editor

1

al education majors practice sashaying down the aisle after
g the line during square dancing class in McAfee Gym Monday

The Iowa caucuses have traditionally been the first of many early
indication hurdles for would-be
presidentia1 candidates in their
quest for the party's nomination,
but such is not the case for the 1992
election.
Democratic caucus chair Tom
Taylor explained from his Iowa
City home his thoughts on the
expected turnout for Monday
night's caucus
"At first we thought it would be
quite low because of there being
not a lot of competition," Taylor
said. "But all the signs we have is
that there will be a pretty good
turnout, not at the level of four
years ago or even eight years ago
when we had hotly contested races,
but a pretty good turnout."
Even with a "pretty good turnout," Taylor said the excitement
would be at a minimum "because
Sen. (Tom) Harkin is in it and the
other candidates haven't even been
campaigning actively in Iowa."
Mary Streb, Republican caucus
chair, echoed Taylor's sentiments
from her Iowa City home.
Because of the lack of competition and interest this year, Streb _said

Harkin scores
'uncontested'
victory in Iowa

Election 1992
she is not even conducting a poll on
the results of the caucus.
"We are not even conducting a
straw poll. In the past when we've
had more people running, they take
a straw poll," Streb said. "Everybody who goes to the caucus votes
for their candidate and then those
results are called into Des Moines.
It's not official; it's just what they
learned informally at the caucuses."
"It (the caucus) really hasn't been
an intense effort," Taylor said.
"Sen. Harkin's popularity here is
such that the other candidates have
not waged against his campaigns so
there's not much publicity."
As to why the publicity surrounding the Iowa caucuses is
noticeably absent from this year 's
television election coverage, Tom
Hannan, political director for CNN,
said the event, in his opinion, was
overall "a non-event.
"There's really not any contest
on the Republican side and the
• Conrinued on page 2

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) Sen. Tom Harkin scored an
uncontested home-state victory
Monday night in Iowa caucuses
that inaugurated the wide-open
1992 Democratic presidential
race. His rivals skipped the
contest, pointing toward next ·
week's primary showdown in
New Hampshire.
Harkin, 52 years old and the
most liberal Democrat in a field
of five, was gaining more than
80 percent support as he bid for
momentum in the tumultuous
campaign week to come. He
said the results were "far better
than I ever imagined," and predicted steady improvement in
New Hampshire, where his
rivals await.
Republicans waited to test
Patrick Buchanan's conservative challenge to President
Bush. The Iowa GOP cancelled
its traditional presidential preference poll, leaving New
Hampshire to go first.

eace Meal memo indicates policy violation
three other attached documents
including: two pages of the unofficial preliminary audit stamped
"Preliminary Draft For Review
ce Meal director Michael And Discussion Subject To
admitted that he violated a Change," and a copy of the BOG
of Governors policy regard- policy that Strader violated.
. service employee benefits
The News obtained a copy of the
wing part-time employees to memo and other mentioned docupaid vacation and sick days. ments.
amemo, dated Feb. 3 and cirThe findings in the preliminary
to Peace Meal site supervi- audit prepared by Doehring,
d part-time staff members, Winders and Hill of Mattoon
announced that the program reveals that the Peace Meal prodiscontinue its practice of .. gram had paid sick and vacation
. g part-time staff members pay to part-time employees in the
laking paid vacation days or amounts of $12,655 for 1991 and
ve due to a finding by an $12,927 for 1990.
auditor alleging that the
The firm acknowledged conductam misused $25,582 in ing the annual audit for the state
ntal funds.
Auditor General but would not
comment on its contents because it

has not been received by the state
office. A spokesperson for the firm
said the audit should be received by
the Auditor General by Wednesday.
Yosh Golden , a spokesperson
from the Auditor General's office,
confirmed the audit has not been
received by the office as of yet. The
office has the responsibility of
auditing and reviewing the receipt,
obligation and use of all state funds.
Charles Colbert, vice president
for'business affairs, was unaware of
any such findings and said that
because the findings in question are
for an annual state audit, it is not
permitted to be released until the
audit is made official by the
Auditor General. He also said the
state office · regularly makes
changes to the preliminary audits it
receives, and even drop findings by

·· st family remember fJdots author Alex
VILLE~ Tenn. (AP) :... Alex. Haley drew
. f storytelling from_the voices of his
the eeh<ies from the family porch in
Tennessee stayed with him all his life.
talent made him wealthy, famous and
ed.
thei: a boyhood friend, a neighboring
J the, literary elite ot powerful politicians,
mbered Haley as an author whose works
. wider understanding of what it meant to
· k in America. He died Monday in Seattle,
~10.

childhood memories influenced Haley to
oots; The Saga of an American Family,"
nal chronicle tracing his ancestors back
ge' in West Africa in the 18th century.
k. which won him a Pulitzer Prize in
nd made hlm rich, was credited with sen-

Hale~

sitizing many Americans to the horrors endured
by their black compatriots ,under slavery. It als-t>
created a wave of interest in genealogy among
people of all races.
"One ·o f my friends said what Alex: Haley did
is the black man's equivalent of putting a man on
the moon," said Charles Johnson, whose novel
"Middle Passage" detailed the gruesome voyage
of a slave ship.
The voices came back to Haley in small ways,
too.
In the mid- l 980s, he went searching for a
house in Tennessee.
John Rice Irwin, a neighboring farmer and
friend who accompanied him, said Haley looked
at a mansion with "each room more lavish than
the last" and a dining room "covefet:l in gold."
By that point, Haley was laughing.

individual external auditors many
times.
"We (BOG) have not received
any notification or copy of an audit
having to do with Peace Meal,"
said BOG spokeswoman Michelle
Brazell.
Strader said in an interview
Monday he authorized the misuse
of funds by his "interpretations of
a verbal agreement with the personnel director of human
resources in 1978."
Strader had no knowledge that
he was violating BOG regulations,
he said: "It (paid sick and vacation
pay for part-time employees) is an
allowable cost throughout the
country - it is not an allowable
cost in the program. I was not

* Continued on page 2

Campus holiday Wednesday
By DAWN SCHABBING
Staff writer

In observance of Abraham
Lincoln's Birthday, students will
get the day off from classes
Wednesday.
Due to the day off, The Daily
Eastern News will not be published on that day. Publication will
resume again on Thursday.
The Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union will remain open
from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Wednesday.
The bowling alley and the
Sugar Shack in the Union will
both be in operation, said Joan
Gossett, director of the Union and

student activities.
However, students will not have
access to any part of Booth Library
or the Union Bookstore as they
will both be closed for the holiday.
The library and the bookstore will
both re-open at 8 a.m. Thursday.
Other services on campus that
will not be open Wednesday
include the Union 's check cashing
services, ticket office , the
Women's Resource Room, the
Student Government office and
University Relations. McDonald's
will also close for the holiday.
Regular business hours will
resume as usual on Thursday, Feb.
13.
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Greek council
fails to discuss
alleged hazing

'
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FROM PAGE ONE
Iowa
•Frompage 1
Democratic side. It's only a matter
of how well Harkin does," Hannan
said via telephone from Washington
D.C. Monday night.·''The only real
issue is how Harkin will do against
his own expectations.
"He (Harkin) has already set his
own (expectations) by saying that
he needed to do bet_ter than any previous candidate had done, and that
woul4 be Carter in 1980 when he
got 59 percent of the caucus vote,"
Hannan added.
Bill Theodore, NBC researcher,

By KAREN -MEDINA
Staff writer
The National Panhellenic
Council overlooked the hazing
allegations of Alpha Phi Alpha
at Monday night's meeting, and
instead focused on revising
their constitution.
"We're not aware of anything but the suspension (of
Alpha Phi Alpha)," said Juris
Qualls, acting vice president of
the council.
The· council distributed the
final edition of the constitution
to the group's members and
asked them look over the revisions before the final vote,
which will occur at the next
meeting.
One of the revisions the
council addressed to its members of the group was the election process of the council.
Under the new revision, officer nominations are restricted
to one nomination from each
organization for each officer.
This changes the present bylaw
which says two nominations
could be made for each officer
from each organization.
Another election process
revision addressed by the council stated that only voting repre sen ta ti v es of each active
organization may nominate a
· candidate or second a nomination.
Also, election of the officers
will be held two weeks before
the group's last regular meeting
of the spring semester and the
new members will serve two
sem~sters after·taking office: . ·
"The nominations wouid be
at the_ second meeting in
March," Qualls said. "Nominations will go into effect as
soon as it's passed."

supported the Hannan's claim as to
the caucuses being a "non-event,"
by stating his network will only air
"a spot on the nightly news either
tonight or tomorrow night."
Theodore said NBC has only
done a few pieces during the last
month dealing with Iowa and the
mood set around the caucus.
"Local businesses are smarting
from the lack of influx they would
have there at this time. They're
missing out on that. They are feeling a bit forgotten," Theodore said.
Theodore said the interest in the
caucuses is getting lost in the shuf-

fie this year.
"On the Republican side there is
not much interest outside of
(George) Bush," Theodore said.
"We don't see (Patrick) Buchanan
as much of a threat." As for the
Democrats, "Harkin makes it a
foregone conclusion."
"It's not a downplay," said ABC
spokesman Arnet Walker "It's that
at this point in time, from all very
established indications, there is no
news coming out of this caucus
from the Bush side and from the
Harkin side.
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*From page 1
Strader said he is unsure what portion of the funds
· have to be returned until the findings by the state office
aware oftliis."
The BOG regulation in question - Sect. II return and are absolute. He said it is the decision of the
(Employees), Sub. c (Civil Service Employees), par. 7 administration to decide. It will also have to be decided
- outlines the limitations and eligibility of employee where thtf funds will be taken from, depending on the
benefits and states, "An employee whose appointment pay-back period that is mandated.
is for less than half-time shall not be eligible for benePeace Meal is a service project sponsored by the
home economics department that serves congregate
fits under this paragraph."
The remainder of the paragraph gives a description and home-delivered meals to senior citizens in 14
of benefits for full-time employees including parame- counties throughout central Illinois. It receives funding
ters for vacation and sick days.
from the Older Americans Act, the East Central Illinois
Strader said he wishes to change the policy restrict- Area Agency on Aging and local sources, such as
ing the benefits for part-time employees because he · county boards, donations from outside organizations
feels the current one is not fair to employees who and contributions from program participants.
deserve the benefits.
The program has recently undergone investigations
''The people are serving the community's senior citi- by Eastern 's internal auditor and human resources
zens ... many times they're senior citizens themselves," department at the request of President Stan Rives after
Strader said.
he received an anonymous letter alleging misappropriaStrader mentioned that part-time employees pay into tion of funds and alleging the hiring of relatives within
the State University Retirement System and other pro- the program. Reports resulting from the investigations
grams, but "(the system) is taking from these people were to be sent to Rives.
and not giving."
Also, the East Central Illinois Area Agency on
In the memo, he stated he is in the process of filing Aging in Bloomington completed an administrative
for a change in the policy. However, he said, "until compliance review of Peace Meal. Although the fiscal
everything is decided and settled, we cannot continue review was a routine procedure done to every program
this benefit (paid s ick and vacation days). I am sorry .~. that receives grants from the agency, the Area Agency
for this policy change and hope you all understand the on Aging moved up the review by several months due
_
position ·Peace Meal js in'_at this time,': he said in. the .to !he. i~vestigations ordered bY._Rjves. . .
employee memo.
·
·
though the review ha5 been c6rrip1eted, results will
In the preliminary audit attached to the memo, it is not be available for several weeks, because of the
recommended that Peace Meal stop paying the benefits amount of time necessary to collect answers to more
to part-time employees, and that Eastern should deter- than 100 questions, Phyllis Pinkerton, executive direcmine what amount, if any, needs to be repaid to the fed- tor of the East Central Illinois Area Agency on Aging,
era! Peace Meal program.
told the The News last week.
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Nabbed
N.eoga man arrested
for Uptowner burglary
By JENNIFER MILLER
and CHRIS SUNDHEIM
Staff writers

arina, a junior business major, and John Mangan, a senior ecomajor, use a candle and newspaper to start a charcoal fire for
'tak dinner outside their residence at JS 12 Second St. Monday.

A 24-year-old Neoga man
was arrested Friday on a warrant
in connection with the burglary
of a local bar last month,
according to a Charleston Police
Department press release.
Donald J. Devall of Route l
Neoga was arrested at 1:30 p.m.
at his home. He is being held at
the Coles County Detention
Center pending a court appearance or posting bond. Judge
Ashton Waller set bail at
$4,000, the p'ressrelease stated.
Devall is charged with breaking into the Uptowner, 623
Monroe Ave., about 11 p.m. on
Jan. 12.
Kenny Knoop, assistant manager of the bar, was struck in the
face allegedly by Devall when
he discovered the burglary in
progress when he returned· after
closing the bar.
Charleston Police Chief Herb
Steidinger refused to comment
Monday on what led authorities
to arrest Devall for the burglary.
In other items among the
Charleston Police Department
reports:
• Colleen Thomas, owner of
Z's Hair Design, 212 Sixth St.,
reported a burglary at her business occurred some time between 10 p.m. Wednesday and
7:40 a.m. Thursday,
:~
.,
Police reports stated the metal
door latch of' the establishment
was bent and pried open and
desk contents were emptied and
thrown onto the floor. Also, $94
was reported missing.

Faculty Senate Tuesday will continue
sion of a proposed resolution affirming
te's support of an investigation of the
'ency of the Board of Governors, said
David Carpenter.
ate members Craig Eckert and John
presented a resolution at last Tuesday's
ty Senate meeting that, if passed, said the
supports the investigation being done by
Representative Mike Weaver, Rore, into tlie purpose and need of the
of Governors.
te members seemed to want to wait on
lution until after the search for the new

~~~~
Terri Skiqner, a hair dresser at
Z's, reported seeing four white
males about 17 years old walking slowly around the business
when she left around 10 p.m.
Wednesday. The investigation
into the incident is continuing.
• Rosie A. Brown, 708 W.
Madison Ave., reported that her
son's bicycle was taken· from
their garage some time between
4:15 and 6:45 p.m. Wednesday.
The garage door was open,
Brown said, but nothing else
was taken.
• Becky I. Clark and Vickie
G. Sowell, both of Mattoon,
reported that their purses were
stolen from under the front seat
of their car between 7 and 8
p.m. T_ue-sday.
Clark said she had parked her
car in the Moose Lounge parking lot, 613 Seventh St., to visit
a friend at the Coles County
Detention Center when the purses were stolen. Reports stated
the car doors were left unlocked.
• Jim Flynn, 1803 Madison
Ave. Apt. 2, reported Friday that
the rear license plate of his vehicle was taken along with the
attaching screws. There are no
suspects in the case.
• Kenneth D. Shepherd, 1601
.Tyler Ave. Lot #9, reported a
residential burglary which
occurred between 3 p.m. Monday and 2 a.m. Tuesday. Police
reports stated that there were no
signs of forced entry into the
residence, but a portable boom
box was missing.

resolution. Carpenter said that according to
Robert's Rules of Order, the resolution is still
on the floor and discussion will continue where
it left off last week.
Also set on Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting, which will take place at 2 p.m. in the BOG
Room of Booth Library, is an update of the special elections for the advisory committee for the
presidential search. Carpenter said the senate
will discuss further preparations for the election. Petitions to be included on the ballot are
due to Bill Addison, chair of the elections committee by Friday.
The senate will also discuss spring elections·
for faculty committees and hear a report from
member Ed Marlow on the most recent Council
of Faculties meeting, Carpenter said.

/

portionment Board will hear budget requests
HERRY SIDWELL

be Apportionment Board
continue hearing budget pretions and additional allocarequests at its 7 p.m. meetTuesday in the Arcolaola Room of the Martin
her King Jr. University

n.
vid Milberg, director of stuactivities, will present the
five of 15 University Board
gets at the meeting. These
ets include funding for con' homecoming, summer proming, Student Government
the general costs of running

B.
won't be presenting the
re UB budget Tuesday
se it covers so much. I'll

present the first five and spread
the rest out through March,"
Milberg said.
He said Monday that figures
for the amount of the budgets
were not available.
The Student Government budget will include funding for the
running of Student Senate and
the recognized student organizations that it sponsors, such as the
Gus Bus program, the American
Red Cross and Boosting Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students,
said AB Vice-Chair Ron
Carmona.
The Apportionment Board will
also continue discussion of the
Sports and Recreation budget
presented last week by David
Dutler, director of recreational
sports. Du tier requested about .

$138,000 from the AB.
The money he requested
includes about $13,300 in added
allocations. The budget funds the
everyday operations of the
Student Recreation Center and
the intramural sports programs.
Additional allocations consist of
expenses not included in the
original budget. ·
No action can be taken on any
of these budgets until all budget
presentations and additional allocation requests are heard,
Carmona noted.
"We have to hear all the budgets before we can vote to
approve any of them," he said.
"We have to go through each one
and cut what we think needs to
be cut to make all the budgets fit
in our own $300,000 budget (for
the 1992-93 fiscal year)."

By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

culty Senate still looking at Weaver bill
president is completed, since the Faculty Senate
and the advisory committee for the search process will have to work closely with the board
and the chancellor.
Carpenter is serving as chair of the advisory
committee for the search to find a replacement
for President Stan Rives, who announced his
resignation in late December. The Faculty
Senate is in charge of conducting elections to
fill six faculty seats on the committee and also
appoints two additional faculty members.
However, Eckert said at last week's meeting
that he didn't care what Chancellor Layzell
thought of the resolution. "He'll get what he
wants anyway," he said.
The meeting adjourned last week before discussion could be completed on the proposed

New items
bear new
BSU logo
The University Bookstore is
test-marketing new Eastern
memorabilia bearing the new
Board of Governors University
logo.
"It has the accepted BGU
logo," said Myrah Marks, bookstore manager. "We just essentially took the accepted BGU
logo and put it on a sweatshirt.
We'ry trying it to see what .the
respon~e is to the new BGU
logo."
The items bearing the new
logo include various amounts of
pencils, binders and folders
along with 48 T-shirts. The new
logo presented no large impact
on the bookstore's budgeted cost,
Marks said.
In a Dec. 10 Faculty Senate
meeting, it was alleged that the
university "under pressure from
the BOG system that the union
bookstore had been instructed to
change the logos on such items
as sweatshirts, notebooks, pencils and mugs sold in the store."
BOG Chancellor Thomas Layzell has since identified that as a
"false and rectified the mistake."
Instead, the BOG simply
requested that they test-market
the items and the bookstore
obliged, said Joan Gossett, director of union student activities.
"We chose what we wanted to
put an .order in," she said. "We'll
see if there is a call (for them).
They (BOG) did not mandate it"
·Gossett said she imagined the
request for the new paraphernalia
was an attempt by the BOG .to
familiarize students with their
new logo.
The request for new items at
the bookstore can be entered by
any student organization, or academic department, Gossett said,
she used the need for art supplies
for art students, as an example of
the way they choose their items.
Gossett said the logo displayed on the shirts show
Eastern 's "castle" logo. Either
way, she said they should have
no trouble selling.

Correction
Former Student Senate member Jim Riemer did not leave
Eastern to go to another school, as
reported in Friday's edition of
The News.
The News regrets the error.

Mike Tyson tound g~i~ty ;
of rape, faces 60 years
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Boxer
Mike Tyson was found guilty
Monday of raping a Miss Black
America contestant who said he
lured her to his hotel room and
overpowered her.
Tyson faces a maximum prison
sentence of 60 years when he's sentenced March 6. He was allowed to
remain free on $30,000 bond.
The conviction threatens to end
the rags-to-riches career of one of
the most prominent athletes of his
generation. Tyson was the youngest
heavyweight champion ever, and
had been planning a comeback this
spring.
Tyson, 25, sat staring straight
ahead impassively as the verdict
was read. He was found guilty of

all the charges he faced - one count
of rape and two counts of criminal
deviate conduct.
Tyson and his promoter, Don
King, left the courthouse without
commenting.
_
The trial followed, and was often
compared to, two other cases in
which relatively unknown women
said they were wronged by powerful men - Clarence Thomas and
William Kennedy Smith.
But prosecutor Greg Garrison
afterward discouraged such comparisons.
"It's clear that when a one-onone crime results in a conviction,
it's always a victory in a sense.
However, we don't want to make it
bigger than it is," he said.

'-- -- -------~---- . ·--<-·-·- ----------- - - - -
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N ews .. Valentines Dayjustyanotfier day for Ha1frrl..

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1992

University needs
·to look at greek
hazing policies

necessity. And it's true not everyone is all sw
I'm not really looking forward
gooey on St. Valentines Day, but you've got to
to this Friday. I mean I am looking
90 percent of the involved factions look like
forward to Friday because it is a
belong in a Close-up toothpaste commercial.
Friday, you know, the last day of
Then there's the fact we're allegedly celebratl
the working week.and all, but this
Valentines martyrdom in 270 A.O. The religious
Friday is different. It's St.
of the day was lost sometime in the 14th centu
Valentines Day.
that's left now is for Hallmark to make a couple
Ugh. Aside from Sweetest Day
of the sales of cards, candy, stuffed animals
in October (which really doesn't
about anything else that'll make a buck or two.
have the fervency of St. Valentines
As far as this campus goes, the worst place
Day because it's a new day made
up by greeting card mercenaries Debbie
single person to go to on V-Day is Carman H
desk. For one day it gets turned into a reside
to get things for your honey) it's Carlson
really an annoying day. Why? - - - - - - - florist. Talk about depressing!
Other than hearts and flowers, what else I
Think about it.
know about Feb. 14? Maybe the St. Valentin
If you don't have a significant other - boyfriend/girlfriend/spouse/whatever - you get tortured by seeing massacre? About seven gangsters were wiped
1929 by Al Capone and Co. on this traditional I
very sappy couples acting unbelievably goofy all day.
day. True, there's been plenty of people wh
Then on Feb. 15, it's like nothing happened.
It's probably one of the worst days on the calendar been killed by cclpone, but this one stands out.
year. If you're dating someone, you've got to be nice idea of romance ..
Okay, so it happened in Chicago. But for mo
to him/her just because it's St. Valentines Day. If both
of you been fighting well hey, those differences have some deaths we don't have to go any furth
to be put on hold for a day because after all it's the good ol' Chucktown to find a lynching that h
' on Feb. 14, 1856.
most romantic day of the year.
But those two incidents are a bit off of the Vi
If say · you and your significant other have just
become "an item" what do you do when that special
primrose path.
So what's a solution to this mostly-artificial
day rolls around? Not call? Avoid the issue? Shower
Tone it down or pick another day to be
the other person with gifts? It's a most awkward situaaffectionate. No one will know it's your "s
tion. Some people I know would get the other a gift;
some would rather be wrapped in wet dog fur before not to mention it might mean a little more to
ties rather than going through tl1_e V-Day moti
showing some type of affection. ·
I mean, I like getting flowers, candy and the like just
as much as any other woman, but a lot of the tokens
Debbie Carlson is the managing editor and a
given aren't always out of genuine love, rather out of columnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Hazing is not a new problem at Eastern
and misconduct is definitely nothing new for
the greek system. In the annals of Eastern's
greek history, the current controversy surrounding Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. is
simply just one more.
Campus detective Ron Miller, in an affidavit, alleged he witnessed and videotaped
members of Alpha Phi Alpha beating
pledges - therefore participating in hazing
activities.
Despite public perception, this black fraternity is far from the first to face university
censure for alleged hazing activity. In recent
years, the predominantly Dear editor:
While I agree with Jamie Riley
white. Phi Sigma Kappa that
the death penalty is not a
- - - - - - - a n d S~gma Tau Gamma deterrent to crime at this time ,. it'
fraternities have helped shape tt:ie state's needs_to b~ asked "why [IOt?" The
view of.Eastern's greek system; ,.reason is prisoners are allowed
Phi Sigma Kappa may be remembered for innumerable appeals and years of
their 1987 "Pimp and Whore" theme party, waiting. If the laws were changed
to limit the number of appeals
where a member of the fraternity handcuffed (perhaps only two} and, if still sena naked sorority girl to a railing and had fel- tenced to death, executed in 30low members draw on her with a magic 60 days, it might become a determarker - actions that ultimately led to their rent. Knowing you will be fed three
meals a day, clothed, sheltered,
suspension from the university.
and given other privileges plus
Sigma Tau Gamma has been banned from appeals that can keep you alive for
campus since 1990, when they were found years is not going to make crimiguilty of hazing fraternity pledges.
nals see major crimes as anything
If the boys and girls can't play right, _then other than a free ride.
In the past, inmates at minimum
they should be watched - and watched
security prisons raised their own
intensely. It is time to drop the greek's ring food, made their clothing, and
of silence wtlen it comes to pledge tradi- worked in road gangs. Reinstating
tions. All pledge meetings, activities and this would decrease the taxpayers
members should be routinely supervised to contribution to their upkeep.
Although they are not paid miniensure hazing does not exist.
mum wage, they do receive payNone of this is due to Alpha Phi Alpha, ment for whatever work they do.
but instead due to an institution that refuses Why should they be paid; they are
to change and a university that refuses to in there to be punished.
Criminals must be treated more
think any further than short term.
The university has refused to deal compre- severely. Let us intensify their pun- ·
ishment. Why should they be gethensively with the issue of hazing, instead · ting
room and board, and money
ignoring the problem until forced to deal for years when there are thousands
with a violation by a specific greek organiza- of homeless people going without
food and shel.ter everyday? The
tion.
The days for Alpha Phi Alpha at Eastern money used to sustain criminals for
than necessary could be put
may be numbered. However, questions still longer
to much better use.
remain concerning the police's case, and the
In reference to Ronald Janes, I
fraternity members have yet to tell their side. knew the young man. He has been
in trouble several times in the past
Somebody is hiding something in this.
Even if the fraternity proves to be inno- with no sign that punishment of
leniency has helped him reform his
cent, it's doubtful that it will escape some ways.
I believe in a life for a life if
sort of sanctioning from the university.
the person is proven guilty.
And if Alpha Phi Alpha gets censured, so
Studies have been made of
criminals. Too many external cirshould the entire greek system.

Your turn ...
Why is the
death penalty
not a deterrent?

penalty is wrong" to "he deserves
what he gets."
Priscilla Wininger

Editorial
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cumstances shape their lives.
Environment, family life, school,
friends, etc., all help to shape the
person so no one fact can be pinpointed in the cause and effect of
shaping a criminal. No amount of
studying will give us the clue to
identify a potential criminal.
Until you or someone close to
you is involved in a crime, you can
not begin to understand the feelings or strong emotions which can
change your views from "the death

Reader: New
senators are the
most qualified
Dear editor:
I am responding to the article
about students having no chance in
the Student Senate.
I see no reason for the gentlemen who wrote the article to be
upset. I personally know one of the
new Student Senate members and
he went through a lot of work to
get his position. I don't think the
debate is over racism or discrimination, but who is better qualified
for the job.
I am sure that the most qualified
were chosen. I seriously question
how much work James J.P.
Martinez and Markus Stovall did in
order to obtain a Student Senate
position.
John Murphy

Rives portrait
in Old Main
not _necessary
Dear editor:
When I heard someone had
the idea of putting a painting of
Stan Rives up in Old Main, I got a
real bad feeling in my stomach. I
thought how could anyone want
to commemorate Rives after all
the controversy he dragged this
campus through? I thought the
only painting Stan Rives should
have done would be, painting
him up with tar before we feathered him and ran old Stan out of
town on a rail.
Is this not the same man who
spent over a year involved in

controversies over: the
dling of the nepotis
Verna Armstrong, th
arrangements concer
Janet Francis Laribe"
Turban sexual harassm
and the circumvention o
tive action practices in
of (Assistant Vice Presl
Development Arthur Ra
this not the same m
retired after an unusu
BOG evaluation proc
insisted his decision was
sonal decision" not rela
of the controversies surr
his administration? We
not honor this type of
we should despise it,
sick from it.
Yes, I know that all o
past presidents are
hanging in the hallowed
Old Main, and not all
were saints either. Plu
accomplishments nee
taken into account too.
importantly Rives' co
insistence that, "I real
think I would have done
differently," and his in
that his retirement was u
to the mistakes of his ad
tion, are attitudes wo
ments not rewards. By
memorating Rives,
placement of his face
Main would be justifl
sign that we will not a
types of malfeasance pr
the Rives' administratl
governing of our unive
would be a better sym
to see.
Or maybe we could
we were going to have
ing done, as lip servi
public, but then never
have the work complet
would have to do is n
Rives back to the campu
would never know. A
this not the type of beh
honorable President RI
be proud of?

furn ·
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er fed up with Political Correctness
History Month stickers are nothiJ?g
other events
new at Eastern
r:
equality, black separatism,
lstory Month, Black Student
ck this and black that. This is
being said in the paper lately,
sure I'm not the only one fed
this. For the first time in my life
agree with Tyrone 3x Gray;
ould not be a Black History
But I'll go further and say there
't be a Black Student Union or
on (Minority Today) separate
daily paper. All this does is
blacks from whites even more
are already.
views on this are incorrect why
ere a White History Month,
tudent Union, Ivory Magazine,
Entertainment television, white
the year, or white history club
from regular history classes)?
trying to be prejudice, but it
that a lot is set aside only for
lfTyrone 3x or anyone wants to
two races, maybe these only
tlvlties or whatever should be
ted or meshed together with
ltles, or Hispanic activities or
activities.
Steve Twletmeyer

ha Phi Alpha
nocent until
ven guilty
tor:
writing with concern about the
that Chris Seper has been printweek about Alpha Phi Alpha
lty, Inc. First, I would like to
those that we are in America
en it comes to conviction, we
nocent until proven guilty. It is
obvious that these men are not
a fair shake. Chris Seper, you
a reporter should know that
lty is a key to a reporter's liveliThls should be a top priority to
a reporter. As a reader, I have
d felt nothing but all of this negtoward these men who have not
proven guilty. So that means they
ent! I know these men personhave dealt with these men prolly as a fraternity and they have
wonderful things for this campus,
II as, African-Americans on this
s. From the beginning of time,
has been a misunderstanding of
ck man in this country. I feel sad
that this misunderstanding and
still continues. Instead of down
ng and criticizing the bad, we
to uplift and promote the good
uals do everyday. I do not underhow Mr. Seper could interview so
white fraternity and sorority
rs when they only know about
fraternity .from what they read.
organizations do not know, nor
rstand the history of black greek
lzations (as you do not underMr. Seper). I would just like to
at we are in Black History Month
this is a time to recognize all of
reat contributions and sacrifices
e black race to our country. We
to look at ourselves and see who
really are. Are we trying to better
race or are we "wolves in sheeps
Ing." I j1,1st want the men of Alpha
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. to know I am
d them 110 percent and to stay
g! You are innocent until proven
ty!
.
Alexa Smith
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.

•

Dear editor:
I had nothing to do with the Coleman
Half stickers against PC, unless some of
the money I have contributed to antiPC causes has returned to Eastern indirectly.
PC is nothing new. It was here 20
years ago when "confrontation" was the
theme. President Doudna then stated
that there was something amiss in an
academic world where confrontation
and assertion took the place of rational
discourse. At that time educators were
teaching children to substitute "I feel"
for "I think."
PC has always been gnostic, illuminate, conoscenti, enlightened, reborn,
charismatic-their feelings are without
any question superior to the reasoning
of other people.
In these 20 years academia (and the
media) have been taken over by PC
hacks. It is still the only way up. Those
who question PC are denied tenure,
eased out, without any apology. And
for 20 years now PC has been mistaken
for reality.
At Dartmouth the issue has become
prominent recently. Its PC president
banned an anti-PC student newspaper
and expelled a student. He modified his
stance too when alumni withheld
money and lawsuits loomed.
As usual, Eastern is behind the times.
Franchised voices here still think the
wind is blowing in favor of PC, but the
wind has shifted, as the stickers show.
Plain counter assertion is a useful
rhetoric against PC assertion. For violations of one's constitutional rights, however, lawsuits are better. PC devotees
have a tendency to overstep their legal
rights. They can be sued.
The trouble is you have to find a
patron to support your individual case
against the PC establishment.

pay for his actions.
Although I am an advocate of the death penalty,
do respect your opinion as
well. I agree with you that
killing Ronald Janes will
not bring back those he
kills, but it is not meant to.
Imposing the death pena lty upon him is intended to
punish him for his crimes.
-1 am in no way putting
down your opinion again:;t
the death penalty. I feel
your arguments against it
were very strong. However, I feel you had no
business commenting and
reporting on a story you
obviously knew nothing
about.

PINION
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Reeds 'Magic and
Loss' is reflective
of a fearful topic

Dear editor:
It was with great interest that I read
Tim Shellberg's review oflou Reed 's
album, "Magic and Loss." I'd like to
make a few observations. Mr. Shellberg's desires to avoid "death ordeals"
and complaints that Lou Reed "dwells
too much ... on death. " This is not an
uncommon reaction (especially amongst
the young) to a death whitjl challenges
one's own immortality. However, I am
concerned that such a reaction led to
such a negative review of the album that
others will inadvisedly ignore it.
For many the attraction of Lou Re~·s
music is its willingness to deal with topics other than the album and opiates normally dispensed by popular culture .
"Magic and Loss" is a mature, reflective
delineation on a fearful topic; a topic that
many people avoid, often much to their
own sorrow. However, those with the
Ed Colbert courage and will to face their own mortality can experience more than depression or denial. They can experience an
affirmation of life through exploring what
defines and gives meaning to their own.
As Thomas Hardy said, "If a way to the
better be, it exacts a full look at the
worst."
Art often asks us to confront those
half-tamed demons that lie within ourselves (as death surely does). Many
great works have propelled us to confront death, for example Mahler' s
"Kindertotenleider" and Tolstoi's "Death
of Ivan Hych." It will be a shame if those
who might otherwise listen to Magic and
- Loss prematurely reject another's marvellous work.

Four needles
in Janes' arms
a merciful act

is

Keith Wiison

Weisbrot campaign
committee kick off
starts Thursday

Dear editor:
I am responding to the recent editorial by Jamie Riley concerning the Dear editor:
sentencing of convicted killer, Ronald
Students and colleagues of Mark
Janes. For those who are unaware, Weisbrot may be surprised to learn that
Janes was sentenced to death by he is running for a seat in the U.S. House
Judge Paul Komada.
of Representatives in the 15th CongressTo begin with Miss Riley, the man's ional District. For those not knowing,
name is indeed Ronald Janes , not Mark teaches economics here at Eastern.
Richard, as you reported. It would Mark is advocating that our Federal govseem that the odds are good that you ernment reorients its spending priorities
did not attend his hearing since you now that the Cold War is over in order
were incorrect in just about all of your to revitalize our failing economy. He
facts, right up to the name.
favors increases in federal funding for
It was stated in your article that - education, research and development,
Ronald Janes would be killed much in and infrastructure. He has also worked
the same way he killed is not even for the adoption of a universal health
compared to the cruer and violent care system that would provide health
manner in which he murdered his services for all Americans.
parents and grandmother. Four neeSpeaking personally, I know him to
dles in the arms of Ronald Janes is be an articulate individual with strong
merciful in comparison with his own convictions. The State of Illinois is formurderous acts. Were you aware , tunate, and Eastern Illinois University
when on the stand, Janes spoke about should be proud that a person of
beating his father to death with a pipe Mark's caliber has chosen to run for
then running him over with a tractor, public office. It's for these reasons
thus destroying the upper portion of that I'm organizing a Citizens for
his head from the nose- up, leaving Weisbrot committee on campus.
Forest Janes to be identified only Those who would like to be involved,
through dental records. Did you hear or simply to learn more should attend
any of the testimony regarding Janes'
the organizational meeting at the
vicious stabbing of his mother with a Newman Center Thursday, Feb. 13 at
pair of scissors? The fact is that these 8:30 p.m.
Mark Campbell
murders were committed in cold
blood and Ronald Janes is going to

Road trips can be
a very interesting
experience
Editors note: The following letter is in
response to "Realization of a Thursday
night vacation, " which appeared in the
Friday Jan. 31 edition.
Whoa . A trip to Champaign does
sound like a pretty crazy step for one who
likes to get away from everyday
Charleston entertainment. Coming from a
graphic design major whose existence
depends on weekly trips to Champaign
for supplies or use of computers unavailable here in Charleston, Champaign is a
pretty short hop.
Hell, just the other day, I, as you, felt a
need to escape the daily routine of
Eastern Illinois University and the surrounding flatlands. That was my intentions.last Sunday (Jan. 26) when in a fury
of energy, I, along with a few friends,
headed down to Graceland in search of
'The King." I have no knowledge of the
trip that ensued, but I opened my eyes
and I was surrounded by Elvis in the parking lot of the Love Me Tender G\fe. Well,
a quarter-pound all-beef Kosher hound
dog with relish wasn't what I had in mind
so we meandered through this shuffle
and found ourselves in a lounge (Graceland is not something to take too serious
some sort of seductives would surely be
necessary.)
Our trip, with no signs of Elvis remains
to prove his existence six feet down, we
asked a local where one night find a late
night snack of pizza, or "pie" as you call it.
The "De Ja Vu," where we ended up, is
not for one with a weak stomach. We met
many fabulous women along with Lee, a
regular at the establishment who was notso-bright sort of man who evidently ran
into a stack of dollar bills before enteting.
He proceeded to unload a few of the singles into our new-found lady friends "'pizzas.II
Well by eight o'dock, I began to feel
like we should maybe head back. Seeing
how I'm a, trying- to-get-an-A- inGraphic-Design-what-f*#!-am-1-doing-inMemphis-Tennessee-want-to-get-a-jobother-than-the-Daily-Eastern-News-typeof-guy.
By this time, we were already screaming through Memphis at 100 m .p.h. in a
chemical frenzy with visions of Lee and
his entourage with dollars pouring out
their ears and mouths.
We all made it back to this godforsaken
town just in time for Wednesday classes.
So next time you and your fellow
"newsers" get the urge to pack up and
head 40 minutes north, you'd just better
think to yourself how really nutty that idea
might be.
.
And remember,- next week is Mardi
Gras or Effingham.
Tony Kernagis
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Senate members split. by elections
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Student government editor
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Despite the Student Govern- I think the division is that there are some
ment's claimed recovery from
past controversies, members cite people on senate, myself included, who feel
infighting as the reason for past that at the present moment, Student .
and continuing divisions within
Government is not working effectively for
the organization.
"I think there is a division the students.
(within Student Senate)," said
Dan Kirk
senate member Dan Kirk. "I
Senate member
think the division is that there
are some people on senate,
myself included, who feel that at .•
the present moment, Student time for approval of his reap- Monday night.
Governme·nt is not working pointment.
However, other senate memeffectively for the students and I
"I most definitely would say bers said no ruling party exists
think that the reason for that is (Gerber's) vote was an instance on senate.
that there is some personal (in which party favorites affected
"No, I don't think there is a
infighting between individuals the senate's voting)," White said. ruling party (on senate)," said
that seems to continue on and on "I think that all senators have the member Dana Wulff, who is runbest interests of students in mind, ning for chief of staff and is a
and on," Kirk said.
Kirk and several other mem- but there's just this fight for lead- member of Riordan's party.
bers agree the spring elections ership (which occurs) just when "We 're all equal. Everyone forms
are the cause of .the infighting it comes to elections," she added. their own opinions," she added.
that has sparked several controWhite said the two parties in
"I don't think there are parties
versies within the organization.
the past ·consisted of senate on senate right now," said senate
Some members agree the member Blake Wood, for speaker member Amy Jobin, who is runinfighting within senate has o(the senate, and about 12 other ning for executive vice president
made the divisions within the senate members and the present on Riordan's party. "If they run
organization · visually noticeable unnamed party, which consists of for the election (as a party), it's
at its meetings_and also can be about 14 members headed by for support. I think there are a lot
seen reflected in voting.
Brian Riordan, Board of Gover- of people on senate who try to
"It's so divided now that half nors student trustee, who is ex- vote because of how they feel
of the people (who are for one pected to run for student body and not because other people
specific party) sit on one side (of president this spring.
vote for thai."
So far, two unnamed and unofthe room) and half the people sit
Members agree the division in
on the other side," said senate ficial parties are expected to run senate seems to increase as a
member Shelly White. "It de- in the April 15 Student Govern- result of infighting before and
pends upon what the issue is (if ment elections. One party is during Student Government electhe split parties affect the expected to be headed by tions.
voting).
Riordan, and the other party may
"I think it (the division) kind
White s·aid one situation, in consist of former Hispanic of comes and goes," Jobin said.
which party favorites came into Student Union President Jay "I think it just takes some time.
play was when Brett Gerber, sen- . Martinez and Mark Stovall, a People who are going to disagree
ate chief of staff, was voted senior economics major.
but we do take a majority vote on
down Jan. 8 by the senate when
Neither Wood or Riordan senate issues. We just go through
he came before them the first could be reached for comment phases like this."
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Congratulations to the newl
elected Executive Board of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Ptesident
Vice p·resident
Secretary
Treasurer ·Rush Chairman

Ron Smothers
Craig Tafel
Cesare Laino
Joe Gianneshi
-Jason McGah
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rd-winning . novelist t~ speak Tuesday
onjunction with Black
Month, Lisa Jones, ·who
Do the Right Thing
e Lee, will give a lecture
relations at 8 p.m. Tuesday
Grand Ballroom of the
Luther King Jr. University
'11 be speaking on contemrace relations and multiculm," said Kim Kleckner,
'ty Board lectures coordinalectures are basically on
turalism, but she'll try to
more towards Black History

Month."
Kleckner said Jones often travels
to different colleges and universities to give lectures and presenta·
tions.
Jones was born in New York
City in 196 l and graduated from
Yale University, where she edited
Aurora, the oldest collegiate feminist journal and founded the awardw inning Ritual ~ Dissent: A
Journal of Black Arts and Letters,
according to a press release from
Keppler Associates Inc.
Kleckner said Jones has also cowritten several books besides Do
the Right Thing with Lee, including
Mo' Better Blues and She's Gotta

Habit. Currently Jones writes a
monthly column, "Skin Trade," for
the Village Voice, a New York
newspaper.
She also remains an active freelance writer and contributes to
Mirabella, Spin, The Washington
Post and several other publications.
The 1991 recipient of the New
York Foundation for the Arts
Fellowship in Playwriting, Jones
has also won the 1991 Jerome
Fellowship for Emerging Playwrights, said the press release.
Admission into the lecture will
be $1 for students and $3 for the
general public.
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Come see D.J. SCOTT

le Arts Center to exhibit African-American prints
Black History Month continues through
, the Tarble Arts Center, in cooperation with
's Afro-American Studies program, is presentlection of prints by African-American artists.
le director Michael Watts said the exhibition,
African American Prints from the Ruth Waddy
'on," represents the work of 26 artists.
prints are on loan from the DuSable Museum,"
'd.
tor of Afro-American Studies WilliamColvin
the prints now exhibited. Colvin is a member
department and teaches African-American art
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Watts said although the exhibition represents a range
of styles, the human figure or portraiture seems to be
the dominant style of the prints.
The collection has several different art fonns including woodcuts, lino-cuts, etchings, lithographs and serigraphs, he said..
The prints in the exhibition were selected by
African-American artist and author Ruth Waddy.
Waddy met other black artists and gathered a collection
of original prints from 43 contemporary artists, Watts
said. In 1980, Waddy donated the collection to the
DuSable Museum of African-American History in
Chicago.
The exhibition will be on view at Tarble now
through March 1. There is no charge for entrance into
the exhibition.

"Why do people wear socks
with their sandles? It looks so
stupid!"
I
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DRAFT
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Receive Free Stus
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>Co-author of
Do the Right Thing

with S.pike Lee
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·BSU to review recent
relatio.n ship forum

Tuesday seminar
to focus· on five
stages of grief ·

audience had so many questions,
we didn't have time to answer
-----------·~ them all, King said."[ don't
A review of a_ relationship · think we solved anything, but a
forum that was held last week lot of issues were discussed."
will top the agenda at the Black
Another topic set on the
Student Union's 6 p.m. meeting BSU's agenda will be discussion
Tuesday in the Charles- of the suggestions made by BSU
ton/Mattoon Room of the Martin members last week concerning
Luther King Jr. University - their feelings of the organizaUnion.
tion!s activities. Last week,
BSU President Kevin Evans Evans urged all members to subc
said the group will di_scuss · last mit to the executive board their
week's forum, which included a feelings of Black Student Union
panel of three men and th.ree activities as well as suggestions
women who dealt with black of what they would like to see
heterosexual relationships. The changed.
fqrum was headed by John
Evans said the executive
Coffey, a counselor in the aca- board has only received a couple
demic assistance office.
of suggestions so far. "Even' if
"It (the panel) was fabulous there aren't any mote suggesand ,the panel members opened tions, we'll bring up the topic at ,
up very well," said Rhonda the Icebreaker."
King, chair of the Black History
The BSU Icebreaker will be
Month committee, who orga- held immedi_ately after the meetnized the panel.
; in.g at 7 p.in. Tuesday in the
"The audience was hesitant at African Cultural Center, 1525
first to ask questions of the Seventh St.
panel; but tpward the end, the

·10¢

By BRAD POLLINA

By TIM DAILEY

Staff writer

Staff writer

An Eastern psychology
instructor will give a life skills
seminar titled "Good Grief' at
noon Tuesday·in the CharlestonMattoon Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Marjorie Hanft-Martone will
discuss material on death and
dying based on a book by
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross. Tbe
· book is titled "Death: The Final
Sbges of Growth."
The discus-sion by HanftMartone will deal with denial,
anger, bargaining, preparatory
.depression and acceptance - the
five stages of grief, she said.
Various other losses also to be
discussed are the loss of a loved
one, health, physical ability,
mental ability, self control and
self esteem, Hanft-Martone said.
' Attendance for the seminars in
the past has been good, averaging around 60 people, she said.
Hanft-Martone added she is confident tliat at least that many will
come out this year.

..---------- r- - - - - ·.... - - - - - - ,
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LOUNGE
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NITE
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HOURS; Mon - Thurs 9-8
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Must Pre?ent Coupon

-- - - - Expires2-14-92
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Q .B. NITE
1

~ 25¢DRAFT

$1Seagrams
Coolers

.

Hearts
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(to ensure ·deliv

Arrange me
as low as $1500

Noble Flower Sh
50~

Jefferson -
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We
Deliver

Spacious·2 Bedroom Townhouses
for 3 & 4 People

11 a.m.-11 p.m.

1, 3, & 4 Bedrooms Available

345-2466

rv

Central Air

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

iy':

Fully Furnished

Thursday
Cbees~y Beef, Fries
& 20 oz. Drink
$3~
Friday ·
Chicken Sandwich
Fries & 20 oz.Drink
$2~

~ --v Garbage Disposals

Vi

fVi

Tuesday
2 Dogs, 2 Fries
& 20 oz. Drink
$3~
Wednesday
Cheeseburger, Fries
& 20 oz. Drink
$2~

E-ARLy

Bouquet

9u

WJ JJ •·""'
4'_4·.1•~0~cP"~:.,.~0~ ·

Pitchers
·WEDNESDAY
NITE

31eleflo

Tumbling

()flt

•

9-5

Isn't It ·R omantic

0

~

MICHELLE

0

His Laser Light Show

c

1/2 Price Haircuts

,P

· D.J. Kevin Kramer &

i'"i/i -Onsite Management

24 Hr. Maintenance

. i/
:·y:
V:

Jacuzzi

··v

Basic Cable Paid

Dishwasher
Swimming Pool

\

.

Cambridge & Nantucket
/

345-2363

Tuesday, February 11, 1992

cy ·wood honored
mployee of month
test recipient of
ployee of the Month
s from the Business

he secretary in the
evelopment Center
s, said the recogni"a total surprise."
honor to be selected,"
"I never dreamed that
named Employee of
selected from more
vii service employees
ersity's civil service
ognition committee.
f her duties include
ng activities for the
velopment Center's
ing business workwell as w9rking with

the Center's Small Business
Institute - a program co-sponsored by the U.S. Small Business
Administration, Wood said.
Wood also designs workshop
brochures and other printed
materials for the Business
Development Center.
Allen Messenger, the Business
Development Center I;>irector,
saia Wood's work as secretary is
"outstanding in every respect."
"She has excellent rapport
with the students, faculty and
staff, and she represents our
office well," Messenger said.
Wood said her main goal for
the future is to continue to do her
job the best that she can and to
have a good time doing it.
"I enjoy the variety of respon~bilities in my job and working
with different kinds of people
with varied personalities," she
added.

-

9

r----------------,
Pe1.esonals
frotn the
Heart!
Send a personal message to your Sweetheart
in your own handwriting
with your choice of
pink artwork for
only

$6

FRIQA\~

FEBRUAR'l 14th

Deadline is TODA\J
Fill out the form below OR come
to the Business Office and fill out your form today!

. aid reaches Russia
W (AP) - American
anded over surplus
edicine to baby-faced
ps in wool coats on
a first wave of U.S.

n.
million airlift, called
Provide Hope," will
s of canned lasagna,
pork chops, apple
and other B-rations it left over from the
War.
d War seemed a disry as shyly smiling,
oviet recruits helped
first of the supplies
ping belly of a green
rt plane at Moscow's

extra cash?
II all your
wanted
ms in the
sifieds of
e Daily .
tern News

Sheremetyevo Airport.
"It's a little shameful that my
country has come to this. But
what can you do? That's life,"
said Pvt. Andrei Chernyi, a 19y ear-old Belarussian recruit
shivering on the icy tarmac.
Three of the huge C-5s, each
carrying about 40 tons of food,
flew Monday from the U.S. air
base in Rhein-Main, Germany,
to Moscow and St. Petersburg in
Russia and to Kiev, the capital
of Ukraine.
Nine SII}aller C-141s flew
from Rhein-Main and two bases
in Turkey to the capitals of
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and
Moldova.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _~~--------------'----

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
Phone._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ __

Choose your art, and write your message
to your Valentine in the block with the art.

SAMPLE

PLEASE USE BIACK INK.
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Every Tuesday At

c./t1.a rt y 's ...
Lunch Special:
Bacon Cheeseburger w/fries $1 99
$1 Genuine Draft & MGD Light Bottles

other Bottles $1 25

Tonite: FREE BBQ'S
I!; - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - ;!.I

We'i:e looJpng.for .seniors who like
working with au kinds of hardware.
Careers in data .processing, accounting, actuarial, and auditing at State Fann.
At State Fann, \ve understand the concept of "work:' Believe it or not, we also understand the
concept of "play:'.
.
That's because we don't think you can be really outstanding at the first without having an ·
appreciation for the second. Which is exactly why a career at State Fann in Bloomington could be the
ide.al place f9r you.
You'll work for pne of the country's moot respected companies on the moot advanced computer
equipment in the industry. You'll be challenged and stimulated. You'll be rewarded with excellent pay
and benefits. You'll make your classmates very envious.
What's more, you'll also have time to appreciate the finer things in life. That's because Bloom~gton isn't just a ~t place~~ a career, it's a great :p1:ace to live, to enjoy? to start a family (if,
mdeed, you're ready to start thinking about that). In addition to the comrnuruty's pleasant neighborhoods, inviting parks, and other recreational facilities, you'll fmd two universities that offer a ho.st of
cultural and social activities to take advantage of.
Ifyou're a senior with a math, accounting, data p:roces5i.n.g, sTAn ,...
or computer science background, come talk to us at your
......__
college placement office. We're looking for people who are . .
motivated and outgoing. People who enjoy challenges on the
•NsuuNc~
job - and away frorri il After all,.you're not just looking for a Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois.
great job. You're looking for a great way of life. ·
An equal opportunity employer.

State Farm.
Ins
urance

Companies

"t....

"My Secretary" Resume Service.
New location. For appointment
call 345-1150.
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the fol1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

COLORADO SUMMER JOBS: In
the Rockies near Vail, Anderson
Camps seeks caring, enthusiastic,
dedicated, Pi'!tient individuals who
enjoy working with children in an
outdoor setting. Counselors,
Cooks, Wrangler's, Riding Instructors and Nurses. Interviews on
February 18. Sign up, get application at Placement Center, Student
Services Building. Questions? Call
us at 303-524-7766.

Female subleasor needed for
summer. Near campus on Fourth
Street. Own room. Rent negotiable. 345-7323.

APARTMENT RENTALS NOW,
SUMMER, AND FALL. PHONE
348-7746.
~-----~_ _ _.5/1
Now renting for fall '92 bedroom
furnished apartments. McArthur
Manor. 913-917 4th St. 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5./1
OLDTOWNE APARTMENTS
FOR RENT. '92-'93. FOUR DIFFER ENT LOCATIONS. 3456533.
--------~~5/1
Nice, close to campus furnished
houses for 1991-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom, 10 1/2
month lease, $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
House for rent, 4 bedroom. One
block from campus. 345-4463.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca2/3-7, 10, 11

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTED
WANTED.
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
. ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

&.

FOUND

ANNOUNClMENTS

The

oany

One, Two, Three, & Four bedroom apartments, houses, for
next school year. 345-6621 (if no
answer leave message) 3488349.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Lincolnwood/Pinetree-9 month
lease for Studio 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. SHOWING
NOW!!! 5 minutes from campus.
Lincolnwood/Pinetree. 345-6000 ·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/19
2 bedroom Townhouse for 4 people: $170 each, plus special available. 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/24
VACATION
BONUS-SIGN
EARLY-SPONSORED BY BRITTANY RIDGE HOA-CALL FOR
DETAILS: C21 WOOD 345-4489,
JIM WOOD, B.R. HOA MGR.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/21
HALF BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
One and two bedroom apartments. Low utilities!!! Call 3455022 today!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2/11
THREE BEDROOM HOUSES,
1806 11TH, 1036 2ND; 2 BEDROOM apts. 415 Harrison. Call
348-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/18
MALE SUBLEASOR NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY. GREAT LOCATION, ALL UTILITIES. WILL
TAKE BEST OFFER ON RENT.
581-3789.
---------~2/11
PANAMA CITY SOLD OUT!
DAYTONA 1st CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
STILL AVAILABLE AT THE WHITEHALL
(All ROOMS ARE OCEANVIEW)
DELUXE PARTY BUS INCLUDED
DONT BE FOOLED BY THE COMPETITION
lHERE IS A REASON WE SELL-OUT
FOR $249 NOBODY OFFERS
WHATWEDO!

Ao

ACROSS

~

~
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Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

42 Calendar event,
with 66 Across
43 Bikers' org.
44 Mudderor
bangtail
46 ---- on (gather
facts)
49 Locust tree
52 Baltic and
Andaman

s 3

1:1 'fl 3 A
3 3 d 3
3 a ON

0 Credit

3 H

Check number

3 /\. 'fl 1:1
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w
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20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.
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5 BR house, 1/2 blk from Old
Main. Group of 6. $170 pp mo.
Call 345-5518 after 5.

Nice one bedroom
very near EIU, ra
drapes, provided, no
pie max, $310/mo.

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS will see Ed Meese speak
p.m. Meet in the Parking Lot behind library at that time.
no regularly scheduled meeting this week. If you wish
Meese please call 345-7973 for ride info.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Bible
Feb. 12 at 7:00 p.m. in the Christian Campus House I
Lawson Hall. Very casual. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
welcome!
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN will have a Speaker
at 6:00 p.m. in Lumpkin 122. Question-Call Debbie 8049
LEARNING BY EXAMPLE TO ACCEPT DIVERSITY .
Feb. 12 at 4:00 p.m. in the Union Walkway.
BLOOl3 DRIVE COMMITTEE will meet today at 4:00
Greenup Room_in the Union.
UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS will meet today at 6:30 p.m.
man Hall.
DEL TA SIGMA THETA SORORITY will have Homey G
today and Thursday from 8 a.m.-2 p.m. in Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Mass Wed,
p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Social
on Wed., Feb. 12 at 7:15 p.m. at the Newman Center. Al
to attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Bible Study
p.m. in Coleman Hall, Room 220.
DEL TA SIGMA PHI will have Informal Rush Wed., Feb. 1
at Delta Sigma Phi Greek Court. For rides and inform
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Sacrament"ol
tonight from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will have sign up for the Nails in
shop today and Thursday from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. in Coleman
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
office by noon one business day before the date of the
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Fr'
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NO
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is ill
conflicting information will not be r.un.
2

3

4

14
17

Protuberance
. 1=20,,......,f---+---+-+-Violinist Mischa
Four-star review
Fencer's
weapon
64 Argument
65 Individuals
66 See 42 Across
67 Say "cheese"

37 "And the -- "
(more of verse)
41 Guest or Poe

,.

no. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

___ I "

For next school year many one
bedroom apartments, various layouts, furnished, some utilities.
348-8349.

60
61
62
63

33 List particulars
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Person accepting ad --"----Compositor _ _ _ __

53 "H1, New Year!
--"(end of
verse)
59 "Now hear

31 Poetic hue

17 Reversed parts?
18 Adorned
19 Confidence
game
20 Start of a timely
verse
23 "Old chap"
pr'eceder
24 Ford's
successor

0 No

Ad to read:

0 Check

ce......._.,

25 Artificial
28 Suffuse with
liquid
30 Mountain pass

1 Upright
6 Danube feeder
10 Unhinged
14 Rogers
contemporary
15 Beachcomber's
concern
16-- Cristina

Dates to run - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - -

0 Cash

IT'S"'°....,.

FRANK BART 348-0873

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Payment:

lltllAn-1

GO WITH THE BEST
YOU'RE WORTH IT!

FORM

Phone: - - - - - - - -Students 0 Yes

~ ..... Tl&

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

LEASING for fall-furnished apartments and houses. clean, excellent condition. No pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
House for rent, 2 bedroom efficiency. One block from campus.
348-0440:
_ _ _ _ _ _.ca2/3-7, 10, 11
House For Rent. One bedroom.
One block from campus. 3454463.
2/13

DOWN
1 Down-(Maine)
2 The Babe
3 To be. in Tours
4 Skulls
5 Pool member
&Antsy
7 Sediment
a A wife of Esau
9Edit
10 Separate
11 Tie or scarf
. 12 Heartthrob
13 Less ferine
21 Eyeballed
22 Master, in
Madras
25 - -- homo
· 26 Crucifix
21 Shot of booze
28 Cottage

53
59
62

65

29 Naturalist
Comstock
32 Tree trunk
34 Mild oath
35 Voluminous
dress
36 Easy chore
38 Stu porous
states
39 Retinue
40 Carousal
45 Portrayer of'50
Down in 1942

47 Van Gogh's
"The Potato
48 Temporary

refuge
49 Houston athlete
50 "Over There"
songwriter

._. .,

P.M.

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-17, 7

ESPN-24

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Inside Edition
Comm. Prog.
In the Heat
of the Night
Law and Order

News
Entmt. Tonight
XVI Winter
Games

News
Married ..
Full House
Home lmprov.
Roseanne
Coach
Class Clowns

SportsCenter
College BBall
Illinois at
Purdue
Basketball
Georgia at
Louisiana St.

News
Love Connection
People's Court

SportsCenter

Nightline

Skiing

Reasonable
Doubts
News
Tonight
Letterman

News
M"A"S"H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

DISC-9

Westminister
Dog

Now Be Told
Movie: Death
Wish 3

News
MacGyver

Night Court
Kojak

Equalizer
Movie

Night Court
Movie: Scarface
Conclusion

Nova

L.A. Law

Frontline

Carol Leifer
One Night Stand
Comedy battle
Star Trek ...
of the Sexes
Spencer: For
WKRP
Hire
Arsenio
Gary Shandling
Molly Codd
A-Team

The Delicate
Balance II
Being Served?
Movie: Houdini

ncre 1 e
Strange Film
Terra X
Treasure Hunter
Invention
Machines
Search for Adven.
Wings
Achievers

News Scan
Disney
Little House
Prairie
Combat
o~

Lock Up
Film
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2/11
"'"to_r_s-um-m-er-an.d/or
from college . 1
oys, 1 house/five
a McMahon after

2/11
-e-,-dr-o-om--;1-ur-n7i s.hed
, close to campus.
10 mo. lease.
mer rent if leasing
'ng. Ph. 345-5048.
leave message.
ca2/5,7, 10, 11, 13, 17
- near campus from
oom, also apartat $215; 10 month
Aug. 1; 345-4487.
.-----,-=-:::----'2/13
apt. Off campus.
130 pp mo. 10 mo
5518 after 5.
2/11
""o=A""'R=-=E"""N=T,.-----'1 8 08
LESTON. WOMEN
RSESSION , SUMLL &
SPRING
FULLY FURGE KITCHEN, PRlKING. $150 PER
ILITIES (708)789-

PADRE PADRE PADRE. DON'T
GET BURNED BY A CHEAP
HOTEL. CALL CHRIS FOR THE
NICEST CONDOS BIGHT ON
THE BEACH. 345-4175.
--------~2/13
NICE lour bedroom furnished
house WITH washer and dryer
room . 10 month lease. 219 Jackson Ave . Call JEFF WHITE 3487646.

1987 TOYOTA COROLLA SR-5.
5-speed, 66,000 miles . AM/ FM,
excellent condition . $3,400 negotiable 345-4471 .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 511

'86 Pontiac 6000. Exe. working
cond . 46,000 miles . Good gas
mileage. $4400. 348-7875.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
IBM compatible computer, color
monitor, 640K 30meg hard drive,
2 floppy drives, mouse. 581-5530
$700.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/1
Big new Dorm Refrigerator, $80
o.b.o.: Ans. Machine, $10. 5818066.

----~----·2/11

86 Cadillac Sedan DeVille - Sunroof, automatic, EVERYTHING .
Needs transwork. MUST SELL!
$650 OBO. 345-6599 Randy.
---------:---5./1
Electric Guitar, Gibson Explorer,
Kahler, Dimarzzio, $200. 5753 56 p.m.

r-;----.,-~2/28

ca2/10, 11,13,14
artment. Five bedher/Dryer in apartair. Extra nice. Four
ts. 348-8837.
,...-.,..---;-,c;--c,-;--'2/13
g for fall. Houses
ents , 1-2-3 bedand clean. close to
I 345-2784 between

FOUND: Gold watch between
Coleman and Lumpkin Hall. call
3901 .
_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 2/ 13
BOOK LOST: "Music First", lost in
Fine Arts Bldg. on 2/3. Call 5813010. REWARD!

-=------~2/13

LOST: 1/4" gold bracelet around
Jan. 23 in Charleston or at Ted 's.
Very special to me. Reward . 3481589.

2/14
:::FT=-:
. Mc:-o-d:---e-rn-2::--a.nd 3
partments on 3rd
-3 students. 1O mo .
RENTAL SERVICE
n 3-9 p.m.
_ __ __ .2/21
Apartments : 1611 9th
leasing for summer
school year . One
of Old Main. Com rnished . Heat and
eluded . Individual 9for fall , 3-month for
boys needed . Call

SPRING BREAK : Panama City
Beach . High quality rooms located in the HEART of the action .
Transportation included!! $215.!!!
More info. Michelle 345-3305.
--------~2/11
Panther Spring Break Blowout
South Padre-Cancun Spring
Break Trips from $189 and $399.
Have the time of your life! For
more information, call Denise at
581-5058 NOW!
--:---_ _ca1 /30 2/3,4,5,6, 11
Send your sweetie a "special
Valentine " this year-a singing
telegram! Order now!! 728-4829.
_ _ _ _ _ca2/3-7, 10, 11, 13

,.......,---,---,---'2/14
two bedroom apartblock from campus .
Burl Ives center on
shed. 9 1/ 2 month
992-93 school year .
nth. 348-0440.
_ _ _ _ _ _.2/21

SINGING TELEGRAMS: Send a
song, poem, heart cookie , or
fudge to your Valentine. Order in
Fine Arts Buildi09 , Theatre
Lobby, Feb . 4,5 ,6,7 , 10 , 11 , 15p.m. or call 3110 for more info.
2/11
:--u=s....,.A- J.,...O""'=N Es-=---c-0--a-u-th,_o- r_o_,,
1·"DO
THE RIGHT THING " with Spike
Lee on Contemporary Race Relations - February 11 8 :00p.m .
Union Grand Ballroom-$1 Students with ID & $3 General
Admission.
--------~2/11
JAMAICAN TAN. New bed, new
bulbs, ten sessions $22. Call 3480357 4 p.m .-8:30 p .m . M-F , 9
a.m.-5 p.m. Sat for appointmeni.
--------~2/11
WE CAN SEND A BALLOON
ANYWHERE IN THE US. UP UP
& AWAY . 1503 7TH ST . 3459462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/11
Chi Alpha- Christ's Ambassadors
will be meeting in the walk-way
lounge Wed., Feb . 12 at 7 :00
p.m . Come enjoy a thought provoking study about the Holy Spirit.
2/11
-=-s""'u=R=P=R""1s""E""Y,..,.O-u=R....,.V..,,A,..,.L-=E"""'NTINE
WITH A BALLOON IN A BOX.
UP UP & AWAY 1503 7TH ST.
345-9462.
2/14
-=-s=E""'N=D-cY--,..0,,..,...,U=R-cV-,..A:---L-oE""N.,.,T""l"""N. E A
GIFT
WITH
STRINGS
ATTACHED-BALLOONS FROM
UP UP & AWAY 1503 7TH ST.
345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/14
THE GUS BUS WILL BE RUNNING TONIGHT! CELEBRATE
LINCOLN'S BIRTHDAY WISELY.
GUS LEAVES AT 9 :30 P.M.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _.2/11
TROY SWANSON- " Hubby " : I
sure do miss ya! When are we
going out for dinner (your treat)!
Love, your £:?Z Wile "T".
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/11
Money Making Committee meeting 6 :30 p.m . in Neoga Room
tonight!

S\.b\.llD~'r B£

--------~2/11

What's Wrong With The Criminal
Justice System? Answers to this
and other questions, will be
addressed by a Judge, Prosecutor, and Defense Attorney Thursday, February 13, 1992 at 7 p.m .
•
in Lumpkin Hall 105.
2/13
~
K=R""1s-=T-=
E:---N-A""'N~D-K-;-A:---LO~N,..,.:-CH..,...,.APPY

3 YEAR ANNIVERSARY! TO
THE
CUTEST
COUPLE
AROUND!
LOVE-YOUR
FUTURE
ROOMIES
AND
SCOTCHY.

RESUMES
Student Publications
is now offering
.
a resume service
to the Faculty, Staff
and Students of EIU.
Service includes your choice
of
1. Design
2. Type face
3. Custom paper
The packages include:
1. 25 resumes
2. 25 blank sheets
3. 25 envelopes
4. Resume copy on disk

PACKAGES START
AS LOW AS

$19.50

~--------·2/11

by Bill Wattersor

w"''(

SR~·IO.SllOEM

= - - - - - --=:---.2/ 11
TROY PILCHER-Happy Birthday
buddy! I hope you have an awesome night - and you're not suffering too much tomorrow! May
all your wishes come true! See ya
for dinner! Love, Leslie.

--------~2/11
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PIKES : I am so honored to be
your new dreamgirl! I had a blast
at formal and I hope all'of you did
too. I'm looking forward to a great
year! Thanks again! Love, Kellie.
_ _ __ _ _ __ _.2/11
Jenny Janowski : I thought I'd
never get to pin you! Good luck
with pledging. I'm so lucky to be
your big sis! AST LOVE, Kristine .
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ .2/11
Share your ideas and concerns
about the legal profession and
criminal justice system with a
prosecutor, public defender, and
judge on Thursday February 13,
1992 at 7 p.m . in Lumpkin Hall
105.
--------~2/13
KEN KRAUSE aka Pete Rose :
He's safe! Nice head first slide on
the pavement!

TO THE WOMEN OF ALPHA
PHI-I HAD A GREAT TIME AT
PARENT'S WEEKEND. IT WAS
A GREAT SUCCESS. LOVE ,
JIM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/11
Panama City Trips. Lowest price
- - - - - - - - , - -·2/11 · available. Beach front rooms . Call
Awards Committee meeting 9 :00
Kim or Kristen at 581-8014.
p.m. in Casey Rm. tonight!
---------~2/14
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/ 11
SIGMA CHIS : Valentine Date
Community Service Committee
Dash Wed . Morning at Ike's at 8
a.m. - Yes , a.m .
meeting in Kansas Room tonight.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/11
------~--2/11
Airband Committee meeting 6:30
Congratulations to the Delta
Zeta's for going active! Love, Jr.
p.m. in Sullivan Room tonight !
Pan hell.
--------~2/11
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _.2/11
Steve Price, Formal was wonderfu I. Thanx for the "You know
SIG KAPS : Today to the day, to
what. " Love, B .B. PS. Sorry I
grab a date and meet at Marty's.
See_
U_
there
Luv,
. _.2/11
can 't be here Friday, Texas will
_
_..._
_Amy
__
be lonely without you .
Need to tell someone you love
--------~2/11
how much you care? Have someCONGRATS!!! To Cassie Simpthing to announce? Want to sell
son of Phi Sigma Sigma on getting lavaliered to John Armstron
that old car? Lost something or
found something? Need to rent
of Kappa Delta Rho . Phi Sig
an apartment or house? LooK for
Love, Rochelle.
_ __ _ __ _ _ _ 2/11
it in the Daily Eastern News ClasSIG KAPS-Grab a date and meet
sifieds. Do it today! You won't
regret it and be glad you did.
at Marty's - 9:00 tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _2/11

vin and Hobbes
~Coto\l'l\5\U"rn\'S

Alicia Temesvari : Congrats on
going active!! You make an awesome
_ _Dee-Zee!
_ _ _ Love,
_ _Kellie.
_ _.2/11
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Come check it

out!
For more information
call 581-2816.
Ask for Tinley.

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID·
UAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Address : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
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Blair grabs.first U.S. gold medal
ALBERTVILLE, France (AP)
- Bonnie Blair brought her own
cheering section all the way from .
home, then - finally - gave all of
America something to cheer.
The 27-year-old Blair turned
melting ice into Olympic gold
Monday, defending her 500-meter
speedskating title on a soggy
French track and salvaging U.S.
spirits just as she did four years
ago in Calgary.
"Being able to come here and
win a gold medal, being, I guess
the first woman to be able to do
that back-to-back in the 500, to
me that's a great accomplishment," said Blair. _
To the delight of her wild, flagwaving Blair Bunch in the grandstands, the skater from
Champaign, Ill., raised her arms
skyward after the race, stripping
off her hood and waving on her
victory lap.
"It's very special to have such

a large group here following
me," Blair said. "Family, relatives, friends - you know, they
came a long way, and I'm glad I
made their trip worthwhile."
The imported hometown crowd,
including her mother, her brothers and sisters, cousins and
boyfriend, arrived early and
excited.
"Blade 'Em Bonnie" and "Best
Wishes Bonnie Blair on Your Quest
For the Gold" were among the
many signs; another proclaimed
Blair the favorite skate·r of the
Champaign police department.
Blair's time of 40.33 was well
off the world and Olympic record
of 39.10 that she set on the indoor

track in Calgary in 1988, but it
was easily enough to bring the
United States its first medal at the
Albertville Games.
Ye Qiaobo, 27, of China, took
the silver in 40.51. Christa
Luding. of Germany, who was
Christa Rothenburger when she
dueled Blair for the gold and the
world record in Calgary, won the ·
bronze here with a time of 40.57.
Blair, who was paired with
another long-time rival, Angela
Hauck of Germany, raced a strong
first 100 meters. U.S. coach Peter
Mueller said her 10. 7 split was
her one of her best l OOs all year,
and Blair agreed.
"The first hundred I felt for me
was pretty good. That's probably
one of the things I've been struggling with more this year than
anything. I haven't had as fast a
hundred as I would have liked, so
I think tonight went rather well,"
she said.

-Pizza
-Garlic Bread

$4.49

"I think from being on both sides of the court I
"From page 16
know what players think of coaches and how they
prepare me down there," Frierdich said. "They take coaches and I know what I thought of coaches
don't travel as much as we traveled in Division I during the time I was here," Frierdich said. "I want
ball."
what is right for the team while I'm down there. I
"She really developed her game," Hilke said. want to be good, but be strong and rough on them.
"There's a lot more to her game than there was as a
"It's different from being a player. Now I know
sophomore. She's_really at the peak of playing how players react to coaches and now I know what
right now. She didn't mind getting beat on. She is happens behind fhe scenes and I think that· will
a very physical player. She mixed it up around the help me down there. Now it's going to be more of
basket and then developed a pretty good shot."
a challenge with me playing .and coaching."
The 6-foot post player concluded her Eastern .
Eastern coach Barb Hilke said Frierdich's desire
career as the ninth leading scorer in Eastern history to play will lead her to success.
with l, l 00 points and was voted Gateway
"(She) knows how to play the game right now
Conference honorable mention. She finished her and then (she's) done with (her) college and there
senior season leading the team in scoring, averag- aren't any pro teams in the United States," Hilke
ing 14.2 points per game and 7 .9 rebounds per said.
game.
One of the negative sides of her leaving to play
"To get in shape, I just play ball with the guys basketball in Australia is that she had to withdraw
(at the Recreation Center)," Frierdich said. "If any- from school and her degree will be delayed.
thing, that will get me in more shape," Frierdich
"I promised my dad, myself and my coaches I'd
said.
graduate," Frierdich said. ''I'm just going to take a
"She was one of the premier players to come out year off right now. If I end up liking it down there
of Eastern 's program," Hilke said. "She was a I want to try and take the class and internship
great post player. She came from a very good high - down there. If not I'm going to get a corresponschool program. She had a real strong inner drive dence class thorough the state and do my internto excel ..nd is very competitive."
ship down there."
Frierdich will also be the teams head coach
"She is so close to graduation, but she promised
down in Australia. Hilke added that the idea of me and her dad she will graduate," Hilke said.
Frierdich calling the plays as a coach will be a "She is a great kid and I wish lier the very best."
challenge for her.
Hilke said Frierdich, who is from Mater Dei
"It's frightening," Hilke joked. "Coaching is High School in Breese, said her play at Eastern
probably her biggest concern when I was talking to · will help her in the long run.
her. She has a good background. She knows the
"I don't think reality has hit me yet. I'm sure it
game and she understands situations. I think she 'II will hit me once I get on the plane," Frierdich ·said.
be fine."
"I have every thought in my mind that she is
Frierdich was a student assistant coach for going to do very well not only coaching but playEastern the first semester of the year and she ing because she understands; she just understands
believes her brief coaching career will help her in
how things are going to have to work," Reece
the long run.
said. ·

SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus

Now Leasing

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
St. James Place
(1905 S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A. C.
•Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

plus tax

Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m.
Children 10 & under eat for$

Jerry's Pizza & Pu
4th & Lincoln

TONIGHT
AT

Frierdich

• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
•Microwaves
• Balconies

AU You Can
Eat Buffet

THIRST

MILLER

-

LONG NECKS

G.D.
G.D. LIG
0

G.D.
N
G.D. LT.~

7

DRAWING FOR T'S & H

THE MILLER GI
"COME EARLY FOR A FREE PIC. WITH THE

WED DRAFTS· 10¢ PITCHERS $1
NIGHT QUARTS • $1.00 LONGNEC
BRING YOUR OWN TAPES • CD'S • WE'LL

Eastern Illinois University Th
presents

William Shakespeare'

COMEDY OF ERRO
A Merrie Mix-up
8 p.m. February 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20
2 p.m. February 16, 23
on the Mainstage - Doudna Fine Arts
$6 Adults, $5 S_e nior Citizen &
$3 EIU Students
Call 581-3110 for reservations and ti
information between 1 and 5 p.m. Mo

Wanna get picked up and have a good time?
Ride the Gus Bus to Moms tonight
New at

Mo"ther's

~

QBs like you don't get anywhere else!
cold premium quality ( Lite & Genuin~ Draft)

$1 Longnecks & $1 Slammers
ODs premium quality DOGS
NO CLASS TOMORROW!
Wednesday

Still Available For Fall
Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

~,,fi'i(i'IJ'lt!:---~~--·~'-~-~~..--
$1 Large Drafts
$1 Bar Drinks

$ Quarvo Gold
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•From page 16
is about as inane as when a team gets
football for celebrating after a touchrating after a touchdown makes the
d from what friends of mine have told
a wad of tobacco in their mouth while
es them feel more comfortable when
SEC coaches pushed for the measure in
ce, it is a pretty safe bet that Eastern
coach Dan Callahan won't try to push
ar measure in the Mid-Continent
tty much an individual chofce (on
chew tobacco or not)," said Callahan,
d that he along with the rest of the
ball coaching staff are regular chewers
"Most guys that possess the habit have
they were in high school or before. I
told the guys they don't have to chew

tobacco or swear to play baseball here."
Callahan also said that while there is no rule like
the SEC's established in the Mid-Con, "it is a matter
of time before the NCAA comes in and puts a ban
on all use of smokeless tobacco."
The NCAA currently has banned the use of tobacco-related products among players and coaches during NCAA championship competition.
For the time being, at least our Eastern Panther
baseball players and coaches will be able to compile
puddles of tobacco juice in the dugout when their
season starts at the end of the month.
As far as the Mid-Continent goes, I really doubt if
it takes a stand on the issue. You never know when
Skoal may knock on the door offering money in
return for naming_ the postseason tournament the
Skoal Mid-Continent Conference postseason tournament.

Don O'Brien

The Daily Eastern News.

The Daily Eastern
News Black History
onth Essay Contest
. Entries should be 500 words
less. Essays should portray a
rson, a time period, or an event
cal or otherwise - which prated the advancement of
ltural diversity or which can
mote cultural diversity in the
ure.
. The contest is open to all
dents, with the exception of
se currently working for
dent Publications and any
st editors of these publications.
. Entries must be submitted to
e Daily Eastern news office no
er than 4 p.m. Friday Feb. 14
. Judging will take place the
eek of Feb. 14-20.
. Essays and photos of the top ·
ree winners will be published on
e editorial page of The Daily
astern News the week of Feb.
-28
Donors:
ciety for Collegiate
Journalists

Z<I>B
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Minority Student
Affairs Office
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Make it a Date!

Couples sit down and we 'II wait on you

5-8 Valentine's Day
•menu

•candles

•waiters
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Is she

d)ingtomt
or

d)ing to re thin!
Either way, she has a serious problem.
But like countless·other young women
who suffer from an eating disorder, she
refuses to face reality.
The bulimic alternately gorges herself
with food and then relies on vomiting
and laxatives to keep from gaining
weight. The anorexic finds normal
body size and shape repulsive. She
literally exercises and starves herself to
death.

If the vicious cycle continues, she will
wreak havoc on her teeth, kidneys,
.
intestines, and heart.
Not to rriention her personal and
professional life. She needs help.
At The Carle Pavilion, we specialize
in treating people who suffer from
bulimia and anorexia nervosa. Our
staff consists of physicians, dietitians,
addiction counselors, therapists, and
psychiatrists-all eating disorder
experts.
Treatment focuses on changing
behavipr and a person's relationship
with food. Depending on the medical
and psychological severity of the
disease, therapy can range from,
outpatient visits, intensive half;day or
full day treatment, or full ·
hospitalization. Post-meal ·therapy
helps patients stay on track and
provides support in coping with food,
eating and body image. Family·_
support is an integral component of.
treatment.
For confidential help for yourself, or
for someone you love, call The Carle
Pavilion, day or night, at l-800373-1700.
.

<:3rlelbvilion
809 West Church Street

Champaign. IL 61820

, AJVew Choice Alcohol and Drug Treatmen!
• Child,

AJoll":i<il. l'OI ilnJ

AJult
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DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Telephone: 581-2821 .or 581-2820 ·

office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

TABLE TENNIS DOUBLES

ENTRY DEADLINES
Wrestling (M) ............................................................. Wednesday, February 12
Team Tennis (M,W,CR) ................................... ................ ..... Friday, February 14
*Bowling Circus (CR) ................... ~ .. :........................... .... Monday, February 17
Swim Meet (M,W) .................. .. .................... ..............Wednesday, February 19
Badminton Singles (M,W) ..............................................Thursday, February 20
Table Tennis Doubles (M,W,CR) .............................. ............ Thursday, March 5
Riflery (M,W,CR) ........................ :.............................................. Friday, March 6
*Enter "on the spot"
·

WRESTLING
--Men's Competition
--Single elimination tournament for each weight class. Weight classes: 126, 134,
142, 150, 158, 167, 177, 190, 210, and unlimited.
--Entries taken until Wednesday, February 12 from 2-11 pm in the SRC Lobby.
--Weigh-ins will be on Thursday, February 13 from 11-12 and 3-4 pm. All partici·
pants must weigh-in during one of these specified times.
--Play begins Thursday, February, 13 at 7 pm in the Lantz Wrestling Room .
**Please disregard the Wrestling Entry Information in the Informal Sports and
Intramural Programs Pink Brochure.

WRESTLING PRACTICE

BOWLING CIRCUS
--Men's and Women's - Singles, Doubles, Team and Co-Rec Doubles
--Participants will bowl one game in which they will be given specified throws.
Fees are $ .80 per person per line - Shoe rental $ .35
--Enter "on the spot" on Monday, February 17, in the University Union Bowling
Lanes from 4-6 pm. Individuals must register by 5:30 pm. No Exceptions!
** Please disregard the Bowling Circus Entry Information in the Informal Sports
and Intramural Programs Pink Brochure. Also, note that the date and time of
play has been changed from the previous week ad.

PICKLE-BALL SINGLES

WM

Sh·Fast'

Teams wishing to practice will be able to reserve the Lantz D
Teams may reserve the decks in one hour time blocks from 7-11
Monday through Friday at the Rec Sports Office in the SAC Lo
Reservations taken only in person with a validated student 1.0.

OPEN REC VOLLEYBALL
Open Rec Volleyball will only be held from 2 pm Friday till 4
,Sunday on Court #3 in the SAC. We will resume regular hours
Intramural Basketball and Co-Rec Volleyball seasons have end

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ABRAHAM LINCOLN!
The Student Recreation Center's hours on Wednesday, Feb
Lif")coln's Birthday, will temain the same.

--Men's and Women's Competition
--Matches consist of best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points - must win by 2.
Individuals officiate themselves.
--Individuals may choose to play on a Monday or Tuesday evening with finals
played on Wednesday from 8-11 pm.
--Entr4es taken until Thursday, February 6 from 2-11 pm in the SRC Lobby.
__-_-P_la
...y,_b_e_in_s_w_e_e_k_o_fM_on_d_a...
y,_F_e_b_ru_a...
ry_1_o_i_n_th_e_L_a_n_tz_F_ie_ld_h_o_u_se_._ _ _..,..

~is·

RIFLE RY
--Men's and Women's, Singles, Doubles, Teams and Co-Rec Competiti
--Teams consist of 5 individuals.
--Each participant will shoot 5 rounds in 3 positions (prone, kneeling,
standing). The highest possiqle score is 150. The top 12 men and 12
will advance to the final round. Rifles and shells will be provided.
--Individuals may choose to shoot on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday from 6:15-10:00 pm. The final round will be held the following
Monday from 6-10 pm.
--Entries taken beginning Friday, February 28 from 2-11 pm in the SAC
--Play begins Monday, March 9 in the Lantz Riflery Range.

TEAMS SPORTS PRACTICE RESERVATION

The Lantz Wrestling Room will be available for wrestling practice Mon.-Thurs.
from 7-9 pm from February 3-12.

NEW!!

--Men's and Women's Competition
--Matches consist of the best 2 out of 3 games to 21 - must win by 2.
Individuals must officiate themselves.
--Individuals may select to play in a Monday or Tuesday evening tourna
from 7-10 pm. The winners advance to the finals on Wednesday.
--Entries taken beginning Friday, February 28 form 2-11 pm in the SRC
--Play begins Monday, March 9 in the Lantz South Decks.

NEW!!

pax=- !IA .peon ffi/l...1itC-

FACILITY RECREATION HOURS!!
MON-FRI SAI
filJ.N

FACILITY
Student Rec Center
Lantz Building (1)
Lantz Fieldhouse (1)
Lantz Pool (1)

7am-11pm*
8am-10pm
· 11oa
7pm-11pm*
1-10pm
10am8pm-11 pm*
1-1 Opm
1Oam·
7:30-8:25 am(MWF)** 2-5 & 7-9pm
2-5&7
7pm-10pm
Racquetball Courts
Sam-11 pm* (2)
8am-1 Opm
McAfee South Gym (3) 6-1 Opm
1-1 Opm
Buzzard Pool
12-1 &3-Spm
1-1 Opm (3)
*On Friday the facilities will .close at the regular time 10 p.m.
**The pool will be closed on Mondays, February 3rd-March 5th, 1992
8:45-10:00 p.m. -for Intramural Water Basketball.
(1) Athletic Events will take priority.
(2) Except when classes are in session Monday-Thursday.
(3) Group Reservation or Structured Intramural Time.
PLEASE NOTE: SRC/LANTZ FACILITIES (M-THj WILL BE CLOSED A
STARTING MARCH 30, 1992.

--Co-Rec Teams play Mens and Womens Singles, Doubles, and Co-Rec
Doubles
·
--A team consists of 4 players (2 men and 2 women) with a roster limit of 10 (5
men and 5 women)
--All matches will be played on Mon. and Wed. evenings from 8:00-10:30 pm.
--Entries taken until Friday, February 14 from 2-11 pm in the SRC Lobby
--Play begins Monday, March 2 in the Lantz Fieldhouse.
--There will be a League Meeting held Monday, February 17 at 7:30 pm in the
GENERAL INFORMATION POLICIES
Lantz Club Room. Mandatory meeting for the entire team. Immediately followp
Id
•t•
A
d
d · D F S ff
ing, there will be a practice round held for all teams in the Lantz Fieldhouse.
roperent1 •cation - vali stu ent I or ac/ ta
--Obtain rules and information at the Rec Sports Office in the SRC Lobby.
is required to enter the SRC and previously existing facili
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~ainhand~amp~emerthepool;fucheckoutsports

SWIM MEET

ment; to make racquetball and indoor tennis reservations;

--Men's and Women's Competition.
--Matches consist of best 2 out of 3 games to 15 points--must win by 2.
Individuals officiate themselves..
--Individuals will play on a Monday or Tuesday evening with the finals played on
Wednesday.
--Entries taken beginning Friday, February 14 from 2-11 pm in the SRC Lobby.
--Play begins Monday, February 24 at 8 pm in the Lantz Fieldhouse.

University.
SRC Jogging Track Directions - The Division of R
Sports is urging all joggers and walkers using the SAC
run or walk counter clockwise on Monday, Wednesda¥, F
and on Sunday and clockwise on Tuesday, Thursday, a
Saturday. This should be done in order to relieve stress
be put on one leg when you run or walk only in one dir
Also, note that walkers should stay on the inside lane an
on the outside lane.

--Men's and Women's Team and Individual Competition. Former Intercollegiate
all Intramural team sports and special events; to rent can
swim teams members are not eligible to compete.
·
--The events are: 100 yd. Team Medley Relay, 200 yd. Free Style Relay, so yd. obtain locker service; and to take part in aerobic and aqu
Backstroke, 200 yd. Free Style, so yd. Breaststroke, so yd. Butterfly, 100 yd.
sessions. Please have your ID or rec card with you!!
Free Style, 1oo yd. Individual Medley, so yd. Free Style, 1oo yd. Backstroke,
Guests - Guest passes can be purchased at the Recr
200 yd. Team Medley, and 400 yd. Free Style Relay. All contestants are limited
Sports Office in the lobby of the Student Recreation Ce
to 3 events, 1 of which must be a relay.
h
h SAC C
· $
E h
d
f I
--Everyone swims against time-- no preliminary heats will be held.
t ose using t e
· ost IS 4.00. ac stu ent, acu ty
--Entries taken beginning Thursday, February 13 from 2-11 pm in the SRC
staff member may only bring 1· guest per day, members
Lobby.
more than 1 gµest as long as all are immediate family. G
--Play begins Thursday, February 20 in the Lantz Pool.
must be accompanied by their sponsor at all times while
•-~~~~~~~B-A_D_M~IN_T_O_N~S-IN_G_L_E_S~~~~~~~~recre~on~cilmes.Ma~all~~~p~~le~Ea~em"

l
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,
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ged up wrestling captains try to heal
and has been out ever since.
Serbick has missed the last five
Panther dual meets and the
everything. Just ask Redskin Open. He will have a
and Ray Serbick.
little more time to recover than
CAA West Regional Marlow.
onth away, both of
"(The timing) is bad,"
wrestling team's co- Serbick said. "But it could have
themselves on the been a lot worse."
injuries. Not a good
Marlow and Serbick, both
an injury.
seniors, were the only national
Serbick, who got a qualifiers from last year's team.
n two weeks ago, Marlow advanced to the third
y to wrestle in the round and was within one match
meet, Marlow's sta- from earning All-American honstionable. Marlow ors at 142 pounds. During the
away from his ribs 1990-91 season he had a record of
st Northern Iowa's 31-16. Serbick lost his opening
Feb. 1.
match at the nationals, but finstling about _as well ished the season with a team leadve," Marlow said. ing 34-12-2 record at 134 pounds.
couldn't be any
This season started out just as
promising for both wrestlers.
situation is a little Marlow opened up the season by
Jan. 24, the. day finishing third in the St. Louis
to compete in the Open Nov. 23, and Serbick took
bio Redskin Open, fourth place in the Midlands
with the infection Championships on Dec. 29 and 30.

Marlow currently leads Eastern in
wins with a 24-8 and has won 13 of
his last 15 matches. He needs only ·
two more wins to reach the 100win mark in his career.
Serbick was in second for the
team lead in victories when he got
the infection with a 14-6 record,
but now has fallen to fourth place
behind Stan Gress ( 190) and
heavyweight John Hilkey.
While Marlow and Serbick
have been out, the Panthers have
still managed to win twice while
losing only to TennesseeChattanooga on Sunday. Eastern
beat Illinois on Feb. 5 and
Davidson on Sunday. Eastern is
8-3 this year, bouncing back from
last year when the Panthers were ·
3-10 in dual meets.
Both wrestlers started training
on Monday in hopes of getting
back into to wrestling shape.
They will both have to lose some
weight and it may take a while
before they get back to where
they were.

Several Lady
Panthers shine
over weekend

"I was a little slow," Serbick
said about his Monday practice.
"It will probably take me a couple
By MATT HERNDON
weeks to get back. This is the first
Staff writer
time I have ever got hurt."
Neither wrestler thinks the lay
The Eastern Illinois women's
off will affect their seeding in the •
track team traveled to Indiana
upcoming West Regional to be
University this last weekend to
held on March 7 in Cedar Falls,
compete in the Indiana InvitIowa.
ational.
"I've all ready beaten everybody
The Lady Panthers got some
in our regional," Marlow said. "I
stiff competition from such
Division I track powerhouses
should still get the number one
as the University of Tennessee,
seed."
Indiana University, and SouthEastern has only two dual
ern Illinois University at
meets remaining, which means if
Carbondale.
Marlow misses Sunday's meet
Eastern came away with no
against Southwest Missouri State,
individuals placing in any
he will only have one match to
events and no team scores were
get ready for the Regional. The
kept at the meet since it is an
Panthers' last meet of the year is
invitational.
Feb. 20 against Illinois State.
"The team was more relaxed
"I won't now until (Tuesday)"
this time and not in such a daze
as we were at the Ohio State
Marlow said about the possibility
meet due to the level of compeof wrestling against Southwest
tition," said head coach John
Missouri State. "I practiced a litCraft.
tle (Monday) and I'm still pretty
Some bright S{>Ots for the
questionable."
Lady Panthers w'ere Donna.
Levy in the 55 and 200 meter
dashes with times of 7.27 and
25.8 seconds, while Brooke
Roberts was the bright spot in
· is ranked 12th in the world.
the distance events finishing
"The key for a champion is to win when
with a time of 18:44.0 in the
5,000 meters.
he is not playing his best tennis," Courier
Several Lady Panthers
said. "This week I could have played better
achieved
personal bests in their
but I managed to scrape through until the
events.
lrqia
Perez bettered her
final." Courier celbrated his new status
time in the the 3,000 meters
Sunday night by dining with friends after
with a time of 10:59.0, Jamie
losing to Chang, who is ranked 12th in the
Heath, a Charleston product,
world.
also in the 3,000 meters with a
"Jim really wanted to reach the finals.
time of 11: 19.0, and Amy
Bersig in the mile with a time
That was his main objective coming in, and
~of 5_:21.0. _
.t
he accomplished that," Chang said.

rier ranked top 'tennis player in world
RK (AP) - Jim Courier, who
top of the tennis world with
at the Australian Open, officialNo. '1 Monday, the first
over six years to achieve that
year-old from Dade City, Fla.,
of Sweden's Stefan Edberg in
ankings with 3,721 points to
Edberg, whom he beat in the
Open final. Courier is the first
at the top of the rankings since

John McEnroe, who last was No. 1 on Aug.
26, 1985.
Edberg was idle this week while Courier
reached the finals of the Volvo-San
Francisco tournament, where he lost to
Michael Chang 6-3, 6-3.
But it hardly mattered to Courier, who
moved toward the the top by winning the
French Open last June and losing to Edberg
in the finals of the U.S. Open in September.
Courier was almost as happy Sunday as he
W04,ld have ,been had h~ beaten Chang, who

Donna's Hair Creation
$1 off Haircuts

RESTAURANT & CATERING

(good with coupon Feb. 11-18)
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with Cammie & Tara
1408 6th St.

Advertise in The Daily Eastern .News!
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liege Tours
prlng Break '92
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$379
Don't Be Fooled By An Imitation!
Go For The Real Thing.
There is never a dull moment
with college tours.
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The Women of

~

ALPHA SIGMA TAU

Present Their 1992-93 Officers
PRESIDENT ................................. Lauren Shaft'
VICE PRESIDENT ....................... Stacy Brown
TREASURER ................................ Shawn Good
SECRETARY' ................................ Rachel Novak
PLEDGE EDUCATOR ................. Amy Johnson
SOCIAL DIRECTOR ........ ........... Lisa Nardowiec
PANHELLENIC DELEGATE ........ Paula Sandler
HOUSING DIRECTOR. .... .... ...... .]ennifer Smith
HOUSING TREASURER .............. Missy Glomb
RUSH-ELECT ............................... Robyn McNally
ASSISTANT RUSH ....................... Giovanna Pomatto
ASSISTANT TREASURER ............ Lori Warnes
ASSISTANT PLEDGE .................. Amy Miller

Going pro
Ex-Panther.Stacy Frierdich signs
pro contract with A_
ustrali·an team
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

Although former Lady Panther basketball product Stacy Frierdich 's collegiate
career is over, there is still some basketball
left in her as she is going to play professional basketball in Australia.
'Tm sure if she wanted to, she could
play at that level. She was well respected in
the league," said Eastern Illinois coach
Barb Hilke.
Frierdich wanted to play basketball after
college and she found out their was a possibility when an Australian team came near
·her home town of Lebanon.
.. "We had an All-Star game at Belleville
Area College and they were playing
'against the New South Wales Australian
team and I called to see who sponsored the
tour and I was given (Mike Reece's) name
and I called him a_n d I asked him if he
could get me set up somewhere and he
did," Frierdich said. "He ended up being
rny agent."
Reece made all the arrangements for her
to play and coach for the Burdekin
Wildcats in Ayr, Queensland, in the
Queensland State League.
"I like him a Jot," Frierdich said, who
signed the contract on Jan. 24. "He's been
good to me. I don't know what else to say.
He just found out about me the second
week in November and all ready I've
signed all the contracts and I'm going
down. I couldn't expect to go any quicker."
Her flight is scheduled to leave on Feb.
20, to go "Down Under." But the latest she
could depart will be Feb 24.

Reece, who is also an agent as well as a
professional scout and ex-college coach,
said this is the first year in which Australia
is bringing players over from the United
States.
Reece has never seen Frierdich play in
college, but he was impressed with the way
she presented herself.
"Stacy was pure, she was class on the
telephone. She conducted herself like it
was class all the way through this deal.
And there's a lot of crap that goes on.
Right now she doe~n't know when she is
going to leave. Her father doesn't know
when to take off work. She understands
that there's only so much I can do."
"The only thing· he has seen of me was
video tapes and he saw stats on paper and
things on paper that I sent him," Frierdich
said.
"I'm fortunate enough that I worked
with people in Michigan, Indiana, Illinois
and Kentucky as I have," Reece said. "I
have enough of a network of people that I
can call and talk to and trust, that I can get
pretty much the jest of about any kid in
those states. Everything that I heard, not
only from Eastern Illinois, but also from
other people I've been in contact with, was
that she was a quality person and quality
player. Once I got all her stats and everything on paper I knew there was no question that she could compete and play very
well over there."
"Playing-wise I think playing Division I
has prepared me. I mean competition-wise
and going all over the country and that will
"Continued on page 12

Former Lady Panther S(acy Frierdich [fasts up against Wichita State in
son. Frierdich recently signed a professional contract with the Burde ·
Australian women's basketball league.

_P_a_n-th-e-rs~e-nd~s-ki_d_w-it_h_w_i_n_o_v_er_V_a_lp-o~
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports
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e~itor

A game with the last place
Crusaders of Valparaiso was just
what the Eastern basket.ball team
needed to put an end to its road
woes, as the Panthers ended their
three-game losing streak with a
70-54 victory.
The Panthers, who are now 55 in Mid-Continent Conference
play and 10-10 overall, used a 90 run to start the second half and
Valparaiso (2-9 in the Mid-Con
and 5-16 overall) was never able
to recover as the Panthers led 3926.
Senior forward Dave Olson
scored five points during the run,
inclu_ding one of his six threepoin~ei:s of the game. He finished
the g~me with 24 points on 9-12
shooting from the field.
Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels said the opening of the
second half was good, but said
the Panthers have to find ways to
fiµish off teams when they build
big leads.
· ·'It was a nice opening in the
second half," said Samuels in a
radio interview after the win.
"We came out, did some things
well and we opened up a cushion
that enabled us to win the game.

C 0 N F E R E N C E
Cont.
Overall
Wis.-Green Bay
9-1
18-2
7-4
Akron
11-9
7-4
11-10
Illinois-Chicago
7-5
12-10
Wright State
Northern Illinois
6-6
9-13
EASTERN
5-5
10-10
Western Illinois
3-8
7-13
Cleveland State
10-11
3-8
Valparaiso
2-8
5-16
Monday's results
EASTERN 70 ,Valparaiso 56
Northern Illinois 82, Western Illinois 77
Cleveland State 85, Wright State 67

"I was frustrated because
when we have a lead, we don't
know how to put teams away.
That has cost us several times
this season."
The Crusaders were never
really able to get close in the
game. With Eastern owning its
biggest lead of the game at 5032, Valparaiso went on a 15-5
run to cut the Panther lead to 5547, but that was as close as they
would get.
At the end of the first half,
Eastern used a 1-3-1 zone to

force three straight turnovers to
break a 21-21 tie and they Jed
28-21. Barry Johnson, who finished with 17 points and a gamehigh 13 rebounds, scored the
final six points of the half to help
stake the Panthers to a 30-26
halftime advantage.
"I thought the 1-3-1 zone was
very effective in the first half,"
Samuels said. "I was only going
to use it on one or two possessions, but it was so effective we
stayed with it for four or five
minutes."
Valparaiso stayed close in the
first half,. as their were eight lead
changes and four ties, but the.
second half was where Eastern
took charge.
The Panthers shot 60 percent
from the field in the second half
and finished at 57 percent for the
game. Eastern also hit the free
throws that they needed to make
in the end to ice the victory.
Steve Rowe finished the game
with 13 points and 12 rebounds
to help in the victory.
Tracy Gipson, who entered the
contest averaging 17.7 points per
game, led Valparaiso with 18
points. Freshman guard Lance
Barker chipped in 14 points in
the losing effort.

Tubacco·ruleen
to make a man

While thumbing through the Jan. 29 edition
of The NCAA News, the offical news publication of the NCAA, I ran across something that
almost made me go out and buy a big pouch of
Red Man chew.
The paper reported that the Southeastern
Conference has banned the use of tabacco-relat~
ed products at conference and post-season tour~.
nament baseball games, effective this season.
The first thing that popped into my mincl
is, "What kind of rule is .that to impose on
any baseball team, either at the college or pro
levels?"
While I personally don't chew tobacco: and kn
side-effects of using the stuff, I think it is a,shame
to sanitize the game. Chewing tobacco has bc'come
the game as rosin bags, pine tar and batting.gloves.
I have been playing baseball since the age of n·
of 15 on, it was commonplace to stroll throu~h the
over puddles of tobacco juice and piles of sunflo
sound disgusting, but I can't imagine walking thro
not having to battle with these things. It would al
through a classroom and not having any desks in it.
The SEC had the policy approved by its athl
urging of the member schools' baseball coac
caught with a wad of chaw in his mouth or a little
cheek and gum, the umpires have the power toe·
a warning.
The penalty is about as inane as when a team ge

•
.,. Continued on page 13

